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Clinical Bottom Line: Researchers want to determine the effectiveness of a modified milieu therapy 

intervention in order to increase communication skills, decrease the use of prompts, and decrease unwanted 

behaviors in 3 children with autism. This study is unique because the researchers trained the child’s parents 

on how to do the therapy technique and then observed. The modification to the milieu therapy includes a 

functional communication training.  

Clinical Question:  

P = 3 male children with ASD; age range from 4:1 to 7:11.  

I = modified milieu therapy  

C = compare to other participants within study 

O = all participants increase communication 

Citation:  

Concroy, M., Haydon, T., & Mancil, G. R. (2009). Effects of a modified Milieu therapy intervention on the 

social communicative behaviors of young children with autism spectrum disorders. Journal of Autism 

& Developmental Disorders, 39, 149-163.   

Design:  

 Single-Subject: □ Case Study □AB Design □Other Complex Designs (multiple baseline) 

 

 Group Design:  □ Randomized  □Non-Randomized □Matching □ Control Group 

 

 Introduced intervention to different participants at different times to demonstrate “multiple baseline 

design”  

Participants: 

 Selection Criteria: Recruited from a local agency for individuals with ASD.  

 

 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria: diagnosis from physician, psychologist, diagnostic center, parent 

interview, use gestures and verbal language.  

 

 

Experimental Group: 3 male participants who received therapy in natural environments (home/school). 

Sessions were 5 minutes in duration, conducted 2 to 3 days per week and took four weeks to complete all 

phases of the study. 4 phases were (a) pre-intervention/assessment, (b) baseline, (c) intervention, and (d) 

maintenance.  

Control Group: None  

 

Intervention Procedures: 

 At any time during intervention if a child asked for an item, the child was allowed access for 30 seconds.  

 After the 30 seconds, parent said “I want the ____” and took the item. The parent then played with the 

item themselves for 30 seconds, without further prompting.  

 After the parents’ 30 seconds, they waited 5 seconds for child to ask for toy then hand-over-hand gave 

item back.  

 The next attempt at playing with an item, parent took the item of interest from child, waits 5 seconds; if 

child does not ask for it back, prompt child by saying “Tell me what you want”; wait another 5 seconds; 

hand-over-hand assistance to give them an item by prompting “I want ___” and give item to child.  
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Dependent Variables:  

 Percentage of correct responses (PCR)  

 Spontaneous behavior  

 

Results: Across all children’s responses, their spontaneous communication increased, leveled out, and 

remained stable at or above 75% across intervention conditions (home vs. school). By the follow-up, they 

needed less prompting to initiate communication of want/need; during maintenance sessions, 80% of 

participants did not need physical, verbal or gestural prompt.  

 

Comments on Design: Figure 1 on page 6 has way to respond to child with waiting times and what to do 

when rewarded.  

  
 

 I can help by giving her verbal and gesture prompts instead of waiting on her to always initiate a 

communicative gesture.  

 If my toys/items aren’t being played with I can say “I want ____” and physically put it in her hand if 

she does not take it from me. This way she is getting an adult model, rather than me waiting on her to 

initiate and be reinforced.  

 I need to start taking data on her spontaneous use of want and food; any spontaneous effort to 

communicate through her taping my hand or yelling can be considered spontaneous for her. Help 

show progress on EBP presentation.  

 

 

 

 


